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To educate individuals to become compassionate and responsible global citizens 
who contribute towards sustainable development.
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Selvi. Yazhini Vasanthi of Grade-I Maragadham scored

2.5/5 in a district-level rapid chess tournament for

children under age 7, conducted by Karur Smart Chess

Academy.

Chess
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Birthday Corner

On the pin-up board, a birthday corner was included.

Acharyas expressed their wishes and appreciation in

writing.
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As Fit as a Fiddle

Acharyas take up dancing, walking and fitness activities

regularly after the school hours as a part of their

fitness regime.
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Tear & Crush

The little hands are in an attempt to create new paper

balls to fine tune their motor skills.
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Savasana

Students practice a relaxing Savasana after their

playtime to unwind.
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Nature Walk

Grade II experienced a 'Nature Walk’ to understand the

functioning of sense organs. Students explored by

seeing and touching tree trunks, twigs and flowers,

tasting neem leaves, inhaling the aroma of food from

dining and hearing the vibrant music.
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Quality Circle Time

Quality Circle Time (QCT) was organized for various grades.

Beginning with Waldorf songs, kept them attuned to the task.

Through conversation, students from various grades worked on

their emotional health. By voicing their concerns in the way that

is expected of them, they resolved conflicts in the classroom.
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Farm Education

Farm Education for grades XI and XII is in place now.

The students prepared the soil by tilling and applying

manure, for sowing.
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Inter House Matches

Inter-house matches were conducted for grades XI

and XII. The indefatigable players were on the field to

add points on the board to march towards a thorough

vanquishment.
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Projection of a Vector

A simple and effective activity to understand the

concept of projection of a vector on another vector

was done by grade 12 students.
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Deep Water

Mr. Laxman, handling Physics for grades XI and XII,

shared his own "Drowning Experience" with Grades

XII, while learning a lesson, 'Deep Water' in English

class. His sharing helped students to understand the

overpowering nature.
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A Photograph

A Photograph' - a poem in grade XI invited them to

share their all-time favourite photographs and

possessions. While learning the poem, it was reflected

that the people behind the possession are more

valuable than the possessions.
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Physics in Society

Grade 11 students presented an article on “Physics and

Society”. The budding physicists reflected on the

application of Physics in everyday lives in their articles.
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Paper Bag Day

Grade I - VIII students made user-friendly paper bags

using newspapers, calendar papers, and old

magazines. They created an awareness among their

peers of the adverse effects of plastic bags.
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Kalvi Valarchi Naal

Kalvi Valarchi Naal was observed in memoir of

Karmaveerar Kamarajar, the former CM of Tamilnadu.

Vivadha Medai on 'Is education mandatory for a

progressive life or not' was the highlight. Grade XI

Champa presented their class time on Leadership.
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IIMUN

Students of CVM participated in IIMUN in Trichy. Varun

Prasana, Arathana of grade XII and Anshuman of grade XI

were awarded with the "Verbal Mention", Vignesh Bala with

"High Commendation" and Himesh Bhushan with the "Best

Delegate".
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